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Orange County DA Controversy Highlights
California Crime Tensions
Commentary
As I have formerly reported in The Epoch Times, the elections for California lawyer basic and the county
district lawyers are going to be actually nasty this year. That constantly takesplace when criminalactivity
goes up.
A race to appearance out for is Orange County’s district lawyer. Four years ago, the election pitted
longtime incumbent Tony Rackauckas versus Todd Spitzer, who hadactually been an assemblyman and
OC manager. Spitzer competed Rackauckas hadactually been around too long and bungled anumberof
prominent cases. Rackauckas stated he had kept the county safe. Spitzer won.
This time Spitzer is running for re-election in a extremely various environment, competing he has kept OC
safe while criminaloffense has skyrocketed in Los Angeles and San Francisco under lax DAs. His
challenger is lawyer Pete Hardin, a previous U.S. Marine and federal districtattorney who states Spitzer
has not cleanedup up Rackauckas’ mess. Spitzer implicates Hardin of being one of the “soft-on-crime”
types.
Another distinction is, although this is a nonpartisan post, in 2018 both Rackauckas and Spitzer were
Republicans. This time Hardin is a Democrat.
It’s regrettable, however foreseeable, that race would endupbeing an problem. In this case, Spitzer is
being implicated of bigotry.
The Orange County Register reported, “The furor is partly focused around memos composed by previous
Senior Assistant District Attorney Ebrahim Baytieh worrying an Oct. 1 conference to goover whether to
lookfor the death charge in the case of a Black male implicated of killing a White couple in Newport
Beach. According to Baytieh’s Dec. 3 memo, the group goneover accused Jamon Buggs’ record of
domestic violence. Spitzer asked about the race of Buggs’ previous sweethearts.
“According to Baytieh’s memo, he and districtattorney Eric Scarbrough informed Spitzer the concern was
unimportant and improper to thinkabout in a conversation on the death charge. The memo stated Spitzer
disagreed and ‘said he understands numerous black individuals who get themselves out of their bad
scenarios and bad scenarios by just dating “white females.”’
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“In a Dec. 21 correction lateron penned by Baytieh, he modified the line to state Spitzer ‘knows numerous
black individuals who boost their status by just dating “white ladies.”’”
Spitzer competes the matter was taken totally out of context. It’s likewise troubling Baytieh had to proper
his keepsinmind on the discussion. How typically do districtattorneys’ keepsinmind get fixed? Does that
impact cases’ result? Were there audio recordings?
Another element is the death charge is moot in California as a truth, although it stays an election concern
and technically still is part of the California Constitution. Gov. Gavin Newsom has stated he won’t enable
any executions on his watch. No future guv is mostlikely to modification that. When this debate came up,
Spitzer dropped his call for the death charge for Buggs, which outraged the household of the victims.
The reporting on the memo led Riverside County DA Mike Hestrin and San Diego DA Summer Stephan to
take back their recommendations of Spitzer. The 3 are connected together because they’re running for reelection on comparable slabs opposing the “soft-on-crime” policies of Los Angeles County DA George
Gascón. Gascón is dealingwith a recall moneyed, according to LA Magazine, by “some deep-pocketed
Democratic donors and Hollywood grandees” upset with L.A.’s boost in criminaloffense.
The recall simply triggered Gascón to reverse himself on his weak sentencing demand in a sexual attack
case in which the wrongdoer, 17 at the time of the attack, must haveactually been charged as an adult.
Spitzer’s own project focuses nearly completely on assaulting his challenger for being a Gascón clone.
One normal current project missive started, “Orange County District Attorney Todd Spitzer slammed his
woke challenger, Pete Hardin, for fundraising off of the verysame policies that simply led to a light
sentence for a foundedguilty kid molester in Los Angeles County.”
It’s part of an inescapable nationwide reaction versus current left-wing policies that consistsof the election
of Republican Glenn Youngkin as guv in Democrat-dominated Virginia and the Feb. 15 recall of 3 left-wing
Board of Education member even in San Francisco, which has simply 7 percent Republican registration.
For his part, Hardin composed in a Feb. 19 op-ed in the Register of the Spitzer scenario, “The discoveries
aren’t simply dreadful, they’re disqualifying, as our system of justice needto be colorblind to makesure
stability in prosecutions and the trust of the neighborhoods we serve.”
It’s likewise troubling Spitzer hasactually been backed by the Association of Orange County Deputy
Sheriffs, which non-stop gushed lies about John Moorlach when he ran for manager a year ago, and for
whose project I worked as an unsettled volunteer. Yet Spitzer likewise hasactually been delicate to
reforms of authorities misbehavior.
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The bottom line is most citizens puton’t desire to be conked on the head by a criminal. This is a repeat of
the late 1960s and 1970s, when such tough-on-crime prospects as George Deukmejian and Ronald
Reagan made their mark. The previous endedupbeing California’s lawyer basic, then guv. The latter
endedupbeing guv, then president.
Views revealed in this post are the viewpoints of the author and do not always show the views of The
Epoch Times.
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